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1. CALL TO ORDER 

Vice Chair Jon Gustafson called the Planning Commission meeting to order on August 13, 
2012 at 6:30 p.m. in the Council Chambers of City Hall, 380 A Avenue. 
 

2. ROLL CALL 

Members present included Vice Chair Jon Gustafson and Commissioners Randy Arthur, Puja 
Bhutani, Jim Johnson, Todd Prager and Sandi Swinford.  Chair William Gaar was excused. 
 
Staff present were Debra Andreades, Senior Planner; Beth St. Amand, Senior Planner; Laura 
Weigel, Associate Planner; Erica Rooney, Assistant City Engineer; Evan Boone, Deputy City 
Attorney; and Iris McCaleb, Administrative Support. 
 

3. CITIZEN COMMENT (Regarding issues not on the agenda) 

None. 
 

4. COUNCIL UPDATE 

Ms. Andreades reported that the Council had agreed to a memorandum of understanding with 
Clackamas County about Stafford area planning; held a work session on Inspiring Spaces & 
Places; adopted the revised Foothills Framework Plan and directed staff to work on forming an 
urban renewal district for Foothills; agreed to bond measures for Boones Ferry Road and a 
new library; and passed the Lake Grove urban renewal district. She reported that it had 
postponed consideration of the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) amendment until the 
Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) issued its findings on urban 
reserves.  She stated that in September it would hear an update from a Metro councilor and 
look at Complete Neighborhoods & Housing. 
 
Ms. Andreades reported that the Council had adopted Ordinance 2588 (which removed the 
RC District from 18 properties) and discussed David Honeycutt’s report and proposal 
regarding the Sensitive Lands program.  Councilor Olson was to work with staff to draft a 
package of revisions.  Ms. Andreades referred to an email sent by Chair Gaar prior to the 
meeting saying he wanted to register his discontent about the report on the record.  The 
Commissioners inquired what the Council vote had been on removing the 18 properties and if 
the Council had considered the recommendations of the Natural Resources Advisory Board 
(NRAB), the Commission and community organizations during its discussion.  Ms. Andreades 
did not have that information at hand.  Commissioner Arthur recollected that the Council had 
voted to have more discussions with Metro to find out what Metro’s reaction would be to a 
formal plan based on Mr. Honeycutt’s proposal.  He could not recall any discussion of the 
Planning Commission recommendation.  He did recall that one person had testified in favor of 
adding back one of the locations and the Council had done that.  Commissioner Johnson 
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related that he was starting to question what role the Commission had when its 
recommendations were being ignored and not even discussed when the Council was talking 
about a major planning effort such as Sensitive Lands; they had gone outside and brought in 
someone without even talking to the Commission about it.  He and Commissioner Prager had 
served on the Second Look Task Force, but he had first learned about the Council action in 
the newspaper.  Commissioner Prager related he had found out about the Council action by 
reading the LO Stewards’ opinion piece a few weeks ago; it struck him as odd that they knew 
all of the details about the proposal before the Commission did, even though he had been 
asking about it periodically.  He observed it seemed that some segment of the public was 
involved in this, but not the Planning Commission or the NRAB.  Commissioner Bhutani 
indicated that if neither the NRAB nor the Planning Commission recommendation had been 
considered that made her question the role of the Commission.  She recalled that the 
Commission held three meetings about it and its findings included that it was not consistent 
with the Comprehensive Plan.  She related she was very upset and did not understand how 
this was happening. 
 
Commissioner Swinford inquired where the report had come from; how long ago it had been 
requested; and if it had come as a big surprise to everyone.  Mr. Boone recalled the Council 
had set its goals in January and Council goals were listed on the City website, one of them 
was to seek independent review of possible revisions that could be made to the Sensitive 
Lands program; receive that report by May; and then decide what elements of that report, if 
any, to move forward with.  He noted that the Council had identified two Councilors to work on 
it and it identified Dave Honeycutt as the person to provide the report and that the report had 
come in a little late - in June or July.  Mr. Boone reported that the Council had recently 
discussed it and decided how to move forward.  Commissioner Johnson explained his point 
was that the Council dealt with a major planning initiative by going outside of the Planning 
Commission and did not even tell the Commissioners what was going on.  His opinion was 
that if the Council was going to go outside to have someone work on a different approach to 
Sensitive Lands that person should be an unbiased, objective person; Dave Honeycutt was 
the Executive Director of Oregonians in Action, which had traditionally been opposed to Goal 
5.  Mr. Boone advised that any proposal to amend the Sensitive Lands program would come to 
the Commission for review; Council actions, such as how it addressed isolated tree groves, 
were explained in its written findings and minutes.  He added that videos of the meetings were 
available. 
 

5. MINUTES 

5.1 April 9, 2012 

Commissioner Prager moved to approve the Minutes of April 9, 2012.  Commissioner 
Johnson seconded the motion and it passed 5:0.  Commissioners Bhutani abstained. 
 

5.2 June 11, 2012 

Commissioner Johnson moved to approve the Minutes of June 11, 2012.  Commissioner 
Prager seconded the motion and it passed 5:0.  Commissioner Bhutani abstained. 
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6. WORK SESSIONS 

6.1 Comprehensive Plan Update – Community Health & Public Safety – Part 2 (PP 10-0007) 

Ms .St. Amand explained that Part 2 was related to Public Safety and Services and the 
purpose of the work session was to review Goal 11, relevant portions of Goal 6, preliminary 
background materials, and policy discussion questions. 
 
Ms. St. Amand reported that a survey would be available online and at the Community Health 
& Public Safety Ecosystems Fair scheduled for August 25.  The Commissioners discussed the 
schedule and agreed to look at urbanization policies on September 10.  Ms. St. Amand asked 
for feedback on the proposed survey questions.  She indicated that the NRAB had reviewed 
them and the Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) was about to review them.  Commissioner 
Swinford suggested separating the question about protecting and restoring natural resources 
into two separate questions; leaving them in their natural state (with ivy infestation) was not 
really protecting them.  Vice Chair Gustafson recalled people often commented about 
maintenance of natural areas.  Commissioner Bhutani suggested the public could be asked to 
prioritize the concerns listed in Question 1b. 
 
Commissioner Prager suggested asking people about property rights in relation to 
ecosystems.  Vice Chair Gustafson observed that 1a touched on that when it asked people to 
indicate whether they thought the current level of protection was enough.  Commissioner 
Bhutani pointed out 2b and asked which of the list of strategies the City should use to protect 
and restore natural resources on private property.  Commissioner Swinford suggested adding 
‘Do nothing’ to the list.  Commissioner Johnson advised against that because it would give 
people a false expectation that the City could do nothing when it was actually legally required 
to do something.  Staff suggested it could be ‘Meet the minimum requirements.’ 
 
Brief Review of Part 2:  Community Health & Public Safety 

Ms. St. Amand reviewed existing protections; what changes had taken place since the 1994 
Comprehensive Plan; and key questions.  She stated that the full background reports were 
available on the website. 
 
Police and Fire Protection 

Ms. St. Amand acknowledged the information was pretty technical.  She stated that staff was 
trying to boil it down to questions that were more appropriate for a survey.  She explained that 
this would be an opportunity to educate people and then ask them about things like service 
call priority or if the city should consider adding new regulations to help protect life and safety.  
Commissioner Prager noted the Vision did not mention infrastructure issues or urbanization 
and those should be folded in.  Staff explained that the Police and Fire aspects were all they 
had heard about and they had not heard much about the other types of public facilities.  She 
indicated that this would be an opportunity to talk with the public about them. 
 
Commissioner Johnson cautioned that many of the questions had no real nexus to land use.  
Commissioner Bhutani advised that in order to get an educated answer from the public they 
would have to have some information regarding what the concerns, costs and trade-offs were; 
for example, to answer the question about roofing material they needed to know the trade-off 
for the community benefit of going from shingles to composite roofing material.  Commissioner 
Johnson advised that state law would override a requirement to go from shingles to composite.  
He questioned how it related to land use.  Staff explained that the City was required to have a 
Public Facilities Plan for land use.  The other topics, such as fire and police, are additional 
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pieces that help support the plan because of the community connection.  Vice Chair Gustafson 
also saw a need to focus more on land use-related aspects.  He advised that almost all of the 
fire policy questions needed to be reconsidered.  Commissioner Prager advised that some fire 
access requirements such as excessive turning radius requirements could have some pretty 
negative effects on community character; a good question to ask would be ‘Where is the 
balance between unfettered fire access and community character?’  Vice Chair Gustafson 
suggested that might be the approach to things like roofing materials, landscaping 
requirements, and tree-code related issues; there could be questions that asked about 
peoples’ priorities related to things like more restrictions on development and increased fire 
safety that were at a high enough level to get some feedback on it.  Ms. St. Amand observed 
those suggestions could also apply to the questions about Police. 
 
Commissioner Johnson observed that Fire had a more direct relationship to land use than 
Police did.  He recalled the skinny streets movement and use of speed bumps that Fire 
departments disliked.  He posed a land-use-related question, ‘If the fire truck only came down 
your street once in every five years is it worth having a better design that meant it took 50 
seconds more to come down the street?’  Commissioner Bhutani recalled a study about 
environments that prevented crime; that was the only Police link to land use she could think of.  
Commissioner Johnson observed that whether the Police Department should be in a seismic 
building was a public safety question – not a land use question.  Mr. Boone indicated that the 
City Attorney’s office was aware of the issue and they would go back through the document.  
He noted this was a community vision in addition to a periodic update.  Commissioner 
Johnson cautioned that if the balance of the questions were not about land use people would 
start expecting the Commission to deal with issues it could not deal with. 
 
Administrative and Government Services and Communications 

Mr. Boone compared franchise fees to rent and stated that they were based on the amount of 
use of facilities located in the public right-of-way.  Commissioner Johnson asked where issues 
of governance fit into the Comprehensive Plan; an example would be an area of conflict 
between three different jurisdictions.  Staff related that would be addressed in the Urbanization 
section.  Vice Chair Gustafson suggested not taking it for granted that it was a community 
priority for the City to invest in new technology for communicating with citizens; there should 
be a question related to that. 
 
Stormwater 

Staff agreed that the survey material should offer people examples of Best Management 
Practices because otherwise some would have no idea what the questions were talking about.  
Commissioner Swinford asked how the City currently paid for stream restoration.  Ms. St. 
Amand related that some ways were to require development to do it or to use grants to 
accomplish it.  Commissioner Johnson recalled that Clackamas County charged $8 per month 
for stormwater management.  Staff clarified that the City’s Surface Water SDCs were its 
lowest-rate SDCs.  Commissioner Prager wanted to know if water quality was being tracked; 
where any upstream monitoring points were; and if quality was improving.  He also asked for 
background information regarding lake water quality:  who was responsible for it; how they 
treated lake water; and whether there were any state controls.  Ms. St. Amand recalled the 
MS4 Permit required monitoring, and that water quality was addressed through this section 
and Healthy Ecosystems.  Ms. St. Amand agreed to provide that information in the Healthy 
Ecosystems background.  Vice Chair Gustafson suggested a question that people could relate 
to would ask for feedback about how to balance development requirements and voluntary 
practices with the benefits.  He offered the example that the Tree Code could make onsite 
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stormwater management rather difficult because it made it hard to put in things like bioswales.  
He noted that he had heard questions about the effectiveness of it.  He added that 
demonstrating the need for onsite stormwater management might be helpful. 
 
Water 

Ms. St. Amand related that SB 122 said cities were ultimately supposed to be the providers of 
urban services.  She reported that the Water Department wanted to know how the City should 
do that when there were multiple water districts within the Urban Services Boundary (USB).  
She stated that for the most part the relationships were based on intergovernmental 
agreements and noted that one of the proposed questions asked about dissolving the water 
districts within the USB.  Commissioner Johnson remarked that he did not think SB 122 
required consolidation – it was an option; urban services could be provided by more than just a 
City as long as there was an agreement to show there was a plan for coordinating and 
providing services; the half of Clackamas County in the Milwaukie area was nothing but 
service districts; and fire protection for most of Washington County was provided by Tualatin 
Valley Fire & Rescue (TVF&R), which was a district.  Vice Chair Gustafson and Commissioner 
Johnson suggested the question should be worded differently so it was not so ‘loaded.’  Vice 
Chair Gustafson stated that he would want to ask if there was a benefit related to the City 
taking over the water districts. 
 
Commissioner Swinford reported hearing questions related to how to balance the size, scope 
and scale of the LO-Tigard Water Partnership project with what the City could afford and link it 
to sustainability.  She understood the infrastructure was old, but the capacity was valid; the 
project proposed larger capacity and she understood the project was getting bigger.  She 
asked if this was the place in the Plan to say there was to be a ceiling on it that was within the 
scope of what the City budget could afford; the policy could call for it to be ‘appropriate for the 
City’s size and future growth.’  Ms. St. Amand advised that the partnership was based on a 
water supply assessment and report that showed what was needed.  Vice Chair Gustafson 
suggested this was not the place to address funding or budgets, the goal was to ensure a 
reliable and adequate supply of high quality water.  Staff indicated that they planned to draft 
updates that reflected that there was a Partnership.  Some Commissioners suggested asking 
a question related to the governance issue, the intergovernmental agreements and working 
with others; that would be appropriate because the Comprehensive Plan would relate to the 
regional land use plan.  Commissioner Swinford indicated this might not be the right place for 
it. 
 
Wastewater 

Ms. St. Amand related that the Wastewater Master Plan was still being crafted.  She pointed 
out that one of the questions was regarding providing incentives for decommissioning septic 
systems.  Commissioner Prager recalled learning that the code prevented dispersed treatment 
systems during Natural Step Training.  The Commissioners asked where in the Plan forward- 
thinking ideas and preventing code barriers to emerging technologies should be addressed.  
Commissioner Johnson observed that Goal 2 was about process.  Ms St. Amand indicated 
that the question was how do you leave the door open for these technologies and when it does 
prove that it’s something to incorporate in the Plan, how do you do that? Vice Chair Gustafson 
recalled the Commissioners were going to talk about things like green building codes in 
Healthy Ecosystems.  Commissioner Johnson said he would like to invite the Sustainability 
Advisory Board (SAB) to attend the Commission’s discussions because they were more  
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involved in these topics.  Staff confirmed they planned to get the NRAB, SAB, CAC and 
Planning Commission involved in Healthy Ecosystems.  The Commissioners suggested 
scheduling joint meetings. 
 

6.2 Comprehensive Plan update – Connected Community (PP 10-0007) 

Ms. Weigel, Ms. Rooney and Phill Worth, Kittelson & Associates presented this topic.  Ms. 
Weigel explained that the Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC), Transportation Advisory Board 
(TAB), staff and the consultant had worked together to fashion the goals and policies.  Mr. 
Worth read the Vision statement aloud and the seven new goals that were developed:  Safety, 
Transportation Choices, Efficiency, Accessibility, Connectivity, Livability, and Sustainability. 
 

Vision Statement 

We have safe, efficient and convenient transportation choices.  There are frequent and 
reliable public transportation options that make it easy to move around our City and the 
region.  Pathways, sidewalks, roadways and bike routes encourage residents of all 
neighborhoods to walk and bike safely. 
 
Commissioner Swinford asked if ‘reliable public transportation’ meant a local bus system and 
why the statement did not talk about private vehicles.  Mr. Worth and Ms. Weigel clarified that 
reliable public transportation meant that the service was regular enough that people could 
count on it to reach most of their daily needs by providing a daily service at frequent times to 
make it a reliable mode of transportation.  They added that the City would provide strong 
guidance to TriMet about providing that service.  They indicated that the policy that would 
allow the City to explore the feasibility of having some type of local circulator bus was 
Transportation Choices/Policy 3.  Commissioner Johnson suggested starting that policy with 
the word ‘Support’ made it sound like the City was going to do it, not just consider it.  Staff 
agreed to say ‘Consider’ instead. 
 
Mr. Worth related ‘roadways’ had been added to the vision statement after long discussion.  
Commissioner Swinford suggested making it clearer that it was personal vehicles or private 
transportation; the language could encourage people ‘to walk, bike and drive safely.’ 
Commissioner Arthur agreed the vision statement should talk about driving safely.  Ms. Weigel 
described the vetting process that had been used to develop the vision statement and advised 
that if the Commissioners wanted to add language about driving that could happen later when 
vision statements were reviewed again.  Vice Chair Gustafson polled the other 
Commissioners.  Commissioner Prager would leave ‘driving’ out.  He explained that the reality 
was that people would be driving, but he did not have a vision to encourage people to drive.  
Vice Chair Gustafson suggested that driving was covered by implication and this vision was in 
addition to the primary mode of driving.  Commissioner Arthur suggested it was important to 
encourage safe driving because it affected pedestrians and bike traffic as well.  Commissioner 
Johnson suggested leaving the vision as it was until the public hearing; a car was a fact of life, 
but that did not mean the City should keep encouraging it.  He wished he did not have to drive 
and pay for parking and insurance, but could take fast transit to work every day.  He advised 
that driving safely was not a land use issue; the City would not be building a lot of new roads.  
Commissioner Bhutani related she would send it back to the CAC; it was about encouraging 
people to walk and bike safely, not just to walk and bike and if the emphasis was on safety 
then driving should be included.  Commissioner Johnson advised that it was the design that 
created the safety that encouraged people to walk and bike.  Vice Chair Gustafson announced 
that he did not see a clear consensus.  Staff planned to take the draft back to the CAC. 
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Goal 1.  Safety 

Commissioner Arthur suggested adding language to Safety/Policy 1 so it would say, ‘support 
safe movements through and from residential areas’. 
 
Commissioner Bhutani recalled the Commissioners had talked about specifying it was an 
interconnected multimodal system and that it was not coming out clearly enough; it should be 
part of the goal statement. 
 
Commissioner Prager suggested adding clarifying language to Safety/Policy 6 by specifying, 
‘Prioritize safety improvements in high crash locations’.  Mr. Worth explained a ‘high crash 
location’ was the technical term for places records showed had a higher frequency of severe 
crashes.  Staff would look at how to modify the language so more people would understand it. 
 
Commissioner Prager asked if there should be a policy that supported Safe Routes to 
Schools.  Mr. Worth recommended using those words in lower case so it did not just refer to a 
federally funded program that could go away. 
 
Commissioner Prager stated that he had kids who wanted to walk or ride bikes to school and 
that he had researched if that was allowed.  He reported that in some communities it was 
against the law to let kids do that under certain ages or against the law to let kids go 
unattended under age 10.  Staff did not recall any City laws like that, but would research it. 
 
Staff related a local initiative called Neighbor Link was a free, volunteer-operated, shuttle bus 
operated by a non-profit.  They reported that it currently had a couple of set routes and served 
the 50+ community and people with disabilities. 
 
Goal 2.  Transportation Choices 

Ms. Weigel advised the choice to drive was always there; this was about providing other 
choices.  Commissioner Swinford asked staff to clarify what Policy 5 meant.  Mr. Worth 
explained that when there was private development or redevelopment the City asked for 
specific improvements to the transportation system to provide for other travel choices; this 
policy would apply the same requirements to public projects.  Commissioner Swinford asked 
how to ensure this policy would not make developers responsible for making improvements 
the City should be making.  Mr. Worth advised the Capital Improvement Program described 
what was to happen on the street the development was on; the City could require that.  Staff 
advised that proportionality was required; the City could not legally ask a developer to make a 
disproportionate amount of improvements related to the scale of what they were building. 
Commissioner Johnson advised this was enabling language which would enable the City to 
implement the policy in context with other plan requirements that would provide even more 
direction. 
 
Ms. Rooney related that Engineering staff received calls from people saying there was no 
sidewalk or bike path for their kids to use to get to school and when they reviewed a proposal 
for redevelopment of a home they were asked why the City was not requiring a sidewalk there.  
She stated that they were constantly struggling with what the goals and policies and direction 
was for requiring infrastructure improvements that were not put in originally.  She reported that 
most of the City was deficient in sidewalks, bike paths and alternative modes to driving and 
this was a very important tool for engineering to have to determine when it was appropriate to 
require them. 
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Commissioner Prager asked if a school bus was considered a transit option.  Mr. Worth 
explained that engineers designed a system to accommodate school buses and fire engines 
and other vehicles of that nature.  He indicated that in broad terms ‘public transportation’ was 
not generally understood to represent school buses – it was public transit provided by an 
agency like TriMet.  Commissioner Prager suggested adding ‘efficient school bus service’ to 
Policy 1 which talked about ‘efficient transit services.’  Mr. Worth agreed the language could 
be made more specific, but he would not advise the Commissioners to add that.  He clarified 
that engineering design standards for roadways stipulated that the roads were designed to 
accommodate school buses; for example, they would not ask school bus drivers to make 
three-point turns to turn a corner.  Commissioner Prager then indicated it might be getting into 
School District policy and perhaps the Plan should not do that. 
 
Goal 3.  Efficiency 

Commissioner Johnson observed the language in Policy 6 was awkward.  Staff agreed and 
planned to work on it.  Staff explained that Policy 9 was to ‘Coordinate with the Oregon 
Department of Transportation (ODOT) to provide and manage Highway 43 in a manner 
consistent with the City’s transportation system goals and policies.’  Commissioner Swinford 
suggested making the language more engaging by calling for the City to ‘advocate for more 
efficient traffic flow’ with ODOT instead.  Mr. Worth related the words had been carefully 
chosen.  Staff could work with ‘advocate’ if that was what the Commissioners wanted; 
however, calling for efficient movement of traffic would make everything else, including 
pedestrian safety, a lesser priority.  He explained that the proposed language indicated the 
City would work with ODOT to manage the facility in a way that was consistent with City plans.  
Commissioner Johnson observed that ‘coordinate’ implied that the City had a position and 
wanted ODOT to implement its plan, ‘Advocate’ did not.  Vice Chair Gustafson observed 
‘coordinate’ was stronger wording.  Ms. Rooney advised ‘coordinate’ left it open to coordinate 
other things besides traffic movements, which might not always be the City’s priority issue 
there; there were a lot of pedestrian issues along and across Highway 43 and at the 
connection with Foothills.  Vice Chair Gustafson indicated he could accept the proposed 
language as long as it continued to specify, ‘consistent with the City’s transportation system 
goals and policies.’ 
 
Goal 4.  Accessibility 

The Commissioners asked staff to make it clearer that these policies related to meeting the 
needs of people of different ages, incomes and abilities and not to connections between 
geographic places (such as town centers to neighborhoods). 
 
Goal 5.  Connectivity 

Commissioner Bhutani observed that the goal statement and the first policy talked about 
connections between neighborhood villages, employment centers, town centers, but not 
‘community hubs’ and that it should be added to the lists.  Vice Chair Gustafson suggested 
wherever those places were listed, ‘community hubs’ should be included unless there was a 
compelling reason not to; it should be made clear that the notion was that the goal and policies 
applied through, between and around the City’s residential areas.  Commissioner Johnson 
indicated he liked the fact that Policy 5 preserved existing right-of-way.  Commissioner Prager 
suggested the policies should allow the City to acquire rail right-of-way so the City could do 
that if it would result in a nice connection.  The Commissioners observed that Policy 2 called  
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for acquiring right-of-way but specified that it was during the development review process.  Mr. 
Worth planned to look at expanding that policy or creating an additional policy that would allow 
the City to acquire right-of-way when it had a plan that called for something that required the 
right-of-way.  He clarified that it would not be just during the development review process. 
 
Commissioner Bhutani observed that Policies 6 and 7 were focused on requiring development 
applicants to connect trails to regional networks and provide continuous pedestrian and bicycle 
facilities that directly connected to transit routes and stops.  She suggested there were so 
many places where the City did not have connections that additional ways of closing the gap 
should be looked at.  Mr. Worth advised that it was the Transportation System Plan (TSP) and 
the Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) that listed the needs and allocated funding for projects; 
the Comprehensive Plan did not tell the City how to prioritize projects.  Commissioner Johnson 
suggested there needed to be a policy related to prioritizing things like connecting 
neighborhoods and filling gaps in order to guide decisions; the Commission would look at it 
whenever it was asked to determine if a proposed plan was consistent with the 
Comprehensive Plan.  Mr. Worth agreed the Plan could have policies that established priority.  
Commissioner Bhutani observed that the survey comment forms from the open house showed 
what the community prioritized; citizens had been asked how the City should prioritize funding 
for transportation improvements.  She noted that their first priority was constructing sidewalks 
and pathways where gaps existed; the second was adding bike lanes to fill gaps and expand 
the bike network.  She indicated that this prioritization should be reflected in the policies.  Ms. 
Weigel agreed to work on developing a policy around that.  Commissioner Johnson advocated 
making it a strong policy statement that would indicate that when the City was deciding what to 
build it should be looking to connect neighborhoods first. 
 
Goal 6.  Livability 

Commissioner Johnson advised that the list of street classifications and maximum lanes was 
too “code-like” and was inconsistent with the context of the other policies.  He suggested the 
policies should just explain why the City did not want huge freeways and that implementing 
code or action items could be developed elsewhere.  Ms. Weigel advised that the existing Plan 
had a similar list with lane caps and the proposed policy reduced the caps; the intent was to 
protect neighborhood character.  Commissioners Johnson and Bhutani and Vice Chair 
Gustafson suggested just saying that in a more policy-like manner.  Commissioner Prager 
suggested the policies could recognize the community-building effect of closing streets for 
things such as festivals, café seating or Sunday parkways.  Commissioner Bhutani observed 
that the background information for street design and landscape reinforced the character of a 
neighborhood and created social connectivity and a sense of place.  However, she noted that 
it was not coming through very well in the proposed policies.  She remarked that she felt 
existing neighborhoods had really wide roads and really narrow sidewalks and cars drove very 
fast because of the wide roadways.  She pointed out that it should be the other way around.  
Ms. Rooney cautioned against being too specific about what the design standards should be.  
She reported that recent developments on the west side of town featured wider streets and 
sidewalks, but the other side of town had few sidewalks and narrow streets.  Commissioner 
Bhutani suggested that the policy could call for design standards to be developed that 
reinforced the neighborhood character and created a place for special events, social 
connectivity and sense of community.  Vice Chair Gustafson suggested when the policy talked 
about streetscape design it could acknowledge that there were nice streetscapes and poor 
ones.  Staff agreed to work on this section. 
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Goal 7.  Sustainability 

Commissioner Johnson related the CAC had a lot of discussion about this section.  The 
Commissioners discussed whether the issue of street lighting should be considered here; 
aspects of it related to safety, livability, sustainability, and transportation.  They observed that it 
also related to the Dark Sky concept and the power consumed by street lighting. 
 
Commissioner Johnson recalled that the issue was often not about whether there should be 
lights, but what kind of lights; it was about livability and quality of life.  He indicated that big, 
ugly, institutional-looking, cobra lights created too much light pollution.  Staff offered to find 
and distribute the research report planners had provided at the time the City adopted code 
amendments related to lighting in the Park and Natural Area zone, streets, parks and natural 
areas.  They noted that it was also referred to as the ‘Dark Sky’ ordinance.  Staff indicated that 
they would consider how to use the report and the code to craft a related policy.  Vice Chair 
Gustafson recalled a lot of communities applied Dark Sky protections to the entire community.  
Mr. Boone recalled that the original proposal had been broader, but it had been ratcheted 
back.  He observed the Commissioners were talking about looking at it from some broader, 
land use, perspective.  Vice Chair Gustafson suggested it could be addressed in Livability and 
in other places.  Staff would consider that. 
 
Commissioner Bhutani inquired why Kruse Way had less street lighting than her neighborhood 
street even though it was a main access to the City and had more traffic at night.  Mr. Boone 
recalled it had been developed in the County and was addressed in a settlement agreement 
with the County.  Commissioner Johnson suggested it could be a nicely lit entrance to the City. 
 
Commissioner Prager pointed out that Policy 7 called for having tree canopy in order to reduce 
the urban heat island effect, but there were many other reasons to have trees, including for air 
quality and sense of place.  He agreed with Vice Chair Gustafson’s suggestion to not say why 
in this policy. 
 
Commissioner Prager observed the proposed plan had fewer policies regarding parking lots 
than the existing Plan.  He held that it was important to address some of the design aspects of 
parking lots, that they could create blight if not designed well.  He added that they could be 
used to capture and treat stormwater, provide tree canopy and provide places for alternative 
uses like marketplaces on weekends.  He reasoned that if the Plan was going to talk about the 
design of streets it should say something about the design of parking lots.  Mr. Worth advised 
that the policies would set the tone for related code, that the code was where the specifics 
would be.  He explained that doing it that way would mean as the code evolved over time it 
would be easier and faster to change the code than to go through the Comprehensive Plan 
amendment process to change a policy.  Commissioner Prager asked if parking lots were 
considered part of the transportation system.  Mr. Worth said they were part of it when they 
were within the public right-of-way and that how parking was provided on private lands was 
controlled by the code.  He clarified that once in place it was the owner’s responsibility to 
maintain it.  Commissioner Prager recalled the concern about parking encroachment into 
residential areas the Commissioners had heard during the downtown parking amendments 
discussion.  Staff anticipated that would be addressed by code changes and that changing the 
code would be a different and faster process than Comprehensive Plan amendments.  
Commissioner Bhutani suggested there should be a balance, there should be enough details 
in the policy to provide guidance to those crafting the related code changes.  Ms. Rooney 
suggested this was not the place someone would look for parking lot policies and guidelines.  
Mr. Worth asked the Commissioners to clarify what the concern about parking was.  
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Commissioner Johnson explained there needed to be a little more direction in the policy about 
what the role of parking was to help develop the code because parking had multiple aspects.  
He indicated that it was not just about a place used to park cars; for example, it was part of the 
landscape and part of stormwater management.  He added that there was a land use 
compatibility issue; a sustainability issue; a transportation issue; an economic development 
issue; and a livability issue.  Commissioner Prager noted there was a design aspect and a 
concern about encroachment.  Vice Chair Gustafson asked where parking should be 
addressed in the Plan.  Ms. Weigel offered to look at developing policies in more than one 
place.  She noted that encroachment related to livability; the stormwater management 
perspective could be addressed under sustainability; there was an element related to 
economic vitality; and streetscape design related to community building.  She recalled the 
Pearl District had drive-throughs to parking areas between condos that looked more like park 
space and they were called ‘Woonerfs’. 
 
Commissioner Swinford questioned whether some of the language in Policy 1 was necessary.  
She stated that trip reduction strategies were to reduce pollution and had nothing to do with 
‘increase the health of citizens’.  Ms. Weigel reported that Center of Disease Control studies 
showed that there was a direct link between pollution and higher rates of asthma and that high 
obesity and diabetes rates were also tied to land use.  She explained that ‘trip reduction’ was 
getting people out of their cars and walking and biking and that people who rode transit were 
6% less heavy than those who did not ride transit.  Commissioner Arthur suggested the policy 
should say, ‘improve the health of our citizens’ or ‘increase health benefits’.  Commissioner 
Prager observed staff had brought up two different health related issues:  reducing pollution to 
increase health; and using active transportation to improve health.  Ms. Weigel related that 
staff was working on the Community Wellness background report, which would talk about how 
the community’s built environment was an important part of community wellness; it would talk 
about how transportation choices could improve health.  Commissioner Prager indicated that 
was something he really wanted to see in the Plan.  Ms. Weigel clarified it would not be in this 
chapter. 
 
Commissioner Swinford observed that Policy 3, ‘Decrease reliance on fossil fuels’ was written 
more like a goal than a policy.  Commissioner Johnson indicated he supported what it was 
trying to do and that it should be pretty strongly stated.  Staff agreed to look at adding 
language to explain how; for example, it could explain that could happen by doing things like 
having more electric vehicle charging stations. Ms. Weigel confirmed that benchmarks would 
be developed during action planning. 
 
The Commissioners then asked questions related to existing Comprehensive Plan policies.  
Commissioner Prager suggested keeping existing Comprehensive Plan Goal 3, Policy 7 
regarding a truck circulation ordinance even if it was currently implemented in code.  He 
suggested keeping existing Goal 4, Policy 8 regarding Transportation System Development 
Charges (SDCs).  Ms. Weigel related that staff proposed to remove the policy about using 
Transportation SDCs because that task had been accomplished.  Commissioner Johnson 
suggested this particular policy was important enough to retain in the new Plan in case 
someone proposed to discontinue using Transportation SDCs; It meant that development 
should pay for the cost of development, not the rest of the City.  Vice Chair Gustafson inquired 
how to pick and choose which policies were important enough to keep in Comprehensive Plan.  
Commissioner Johnson explained the City had made a commitment to SDCs and it was  
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important to support them in policy.  Commissioner Bhutani asked if there was a policy to that 
effect somewhere else in the Plan.  Vice Chair Gustafson suggested there should be one 
place to describe all the things that should be covered by SDCs.  Commissioner Johnson 
advised there were legal limits to what a City could charge SDCs for.  Mr. Worth suggested 
staff might consider either modifying Sustainability Policy 4, which began to get into financial 
resources, or adding a policy to protect the mechanism called Transportation System 
Development Charges for the purpose of helping to adequately fund the system.  
Commissioner Johnson indicated he supported that. 
 
Commissioner Prager asked why existing Goal 4 Policy 12 to oppose a Willamette River 
Bridge would be removed.  Ms. Weigel related the CAC saw it as a directive - not a goal or 
policy.  She clarified that the CAC was not advocating for a bridge, it just wanted to move 
away from the kind of negative ‘Don’t do this no matter what’ language they saw in the existing 
Plan that seemed to shut down ideas.  Mr. Worth recalled the discussion was that, taken to the 
extreme, the City would have to oppose any Willamette River crossing anywhere in the state 
and that was clearly not the original intent. 
 
Commissioner Bhutani noticed that policies about working with the neighborhood associations 
in planning sidewalks and residential street systems had not been carried over to the new Plan 
and that was very important to livability and should be addressed somewhere.  Ms. Weigel 
explained the intent was to reach a larger, broader group and not have to channel directly 
through neighborhood associations all the time.  Commissioner Bhutani indicated that her 
concern stemmed from the fact that the Westlake neighborhood had been working on and off 
for two years to get some connections.  She stated that it was important for the Plan to 
recognize that and encourage the City to work with neighborhood associations and 
homeowners associations when it was developing plans for an area.  She noted that it was not 
currently happening.  Ms. Weigel recalled there were many Citizen Involvement policies that 
addressed that; the current approach was to try to cut down on redundancies and put those 
policies under Citizen Involvement.  She indicated that she would look to see if there used to 
be a citizen involvement goal in the transportation system section and if there was she would 
email it to the Commissioners.  Commissioner Bhutani remarked that Citizen Involvement was 
a place for it, but when talking about connectivity and walkability in neighborhoods perhaps it 
should be called out somewhere in this section.  Mr. Worth related that communities ebbed 
and flowed regarding who were the target audiences that they were going to commit to always 
interact with; sometimes neighborhood associations in particular took undue advantage of 
being called out in goals and policies as having special status and they used it to influence a 
planning commissioner or city councilor.  He noted that the City’s goal was to be inclusive and 
he hoped the action area for public engagement would be inclusive.  Ms. Weigel agreed 
neighborhood associations played a special role in the City because they were official liaisons 
and had a role as a communication channel.  She said that the City needed to make sure it 
was reaching out broadly.  Vice Chair Gustafson recalled neighborhood associations did not 
always speak for the majority of the neighborhood.  Commissioner Johnson recalled that some 
neighborhoods were not active.  Commissioner Bhutani suggested staff broaden the language 
so it addressed those concerns and encouraged the City to work with the neighborhood 
associations.  Ms. Weigel agreed to look at that. 
 
Ms. Weigel reported that she would be taking the revisions back to the CAC and to TAB as 
well and then present the document again at the October 8 Planning Commission hearing.  
The Commission took a short break and reconvened for Other Business. 
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7. OTHER BUSINESS – PLANNING COMMISSION 

7.1 LU 08-0054 (Ordinance 2526) – Community Development Code Updates with Policy 
Implications 

Review scrivener’s errors between the version approved by the Planning Commission and the 
Code Reorganization version. 
 
Mr. Boone reviewed LU 08-0054/Corrections to Attachment B of Recommended Ordinance 
2526 (Exhibit F-8).  He explained that the corrections were necessary because some things 
had been missed in converting from the old code to the newly reorganized code. 
 
Commissioner Johnson moved to adopt Exhibit F-8A of LU 08-0054 which corrected scrivener 
errors.  Commissioner Swinford seconded the motion and it passed 6:0. 
 

7.2 Foothills 

Ms. Andreades asked for volunteers to serve on the Foothills Code Amendments Task Force 
and a urban renewal area focus group.  Commissioner Swinford volunteered to participate in 
the focus group. 
 

7.3 Parking Code Amendments (LU 11-0044) 

Vice Chair Gustafson related that he had emailed staff his thoughts and concerns about the 
parking code amendments.  He asked for more clarification regarding the delay in bringing LU 
11-0044 to the City Council.  Ms. Andreades reported that the Economic and Capital 
Development Department had a working relationship with the Chamber and they had initiated 
a meeting with a Chamber task force hoping to resolve some of the issues.  It had turned out 
to be a somewhat daunting effort.  She indicated that Planning staff was going to put the 
Commission recommendation on the City Council’s tentative schedule so the Mayor and the 
Council could decide what to do or not do with it.  Commissioner Johnson suggested the real 
question was what responsibility staff had to present the Commission’s position; if staff was 
going to go on its own perhaps the Commissioners needed to start showing up and 
representing the Commission in front of the City Council.  He recalled that they had done that 
a few times in the past when they did not think their position was getting across.  
Commissioner Johnson observed it was not the Chamber’s decision – it was the City Council’s 
decision.  Vice Chair Gustafson asked whose decision it was to delay the recommendation.  
He thought it was troublesome if a special interest had managed to delay it.  He understood 
why the Economic and Capital Development Department was trying to gain Chamber support 
before moving it forward, but it set a scary precedent.  Commissioner Johnson advised staff to 
do projects in the time frame they were working in and not create a new time frame.  
Commissioner Johnson cautioned that if the public began to get the idea they could just skip 
the Commission, they would go directly to the City Council; the Commission did its job well.  
He held that the Commissioners fleshed things out and put a lot of thought into their decisions; 
they did not always agree, but in the end they had a direction, a consensus, they did not just 
rubber stamp things.  Vice Chair Gustafson observed the Commission’s concern was duly 
noted. 
 

8. OTHER BUSINESS – COMMISSION FOR CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT 

None. 
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9. SCHEDULE REVIEW 

None. 
 

10. ADJOURNMENT 
 
There being no other business Vice Chair Gustafson adjourned the meeting at 9:55 p.m. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Iris McCaleb  /s/ 
Iris McCaleb 
Administrative Support 


